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Happy New Year to all our GP Teachers
Where do GPs come from?
That is a searchable question and you can find plenty of evidence in the education literature.
The simple answer is that students are more likely to consider GP as a career if they
have more time learning in General Practice. A paper by Alberti et al published in the
BJGP in 2017 demonstrated a statistically significant relationship between the quantity of
authentic GP teaching sessions per medical school and the percentage of their F2 graduates
who selected GP training programmes.
In MB21 Year 4 we have more than doubled GP sessions, from 30 in MB16 to 72 in MB21
and improved the balance of teaching and payment.

Do you have 2020 Vision?

MB21 Year 4 is coming on stream in September 2020
Come and join us at one of our MB21 Year 4 roadshows to find out more about our exciting
changes and how you can be part of enthusing the next generation to become GPs.
Here are dates and venues for upcoming events:
29th Jan
14.00-17.00 Engineers’ Hse, Bristol
3rd March
9.00-13.00 Taunton Academy, Musgrove Park Hospital
http://www.bristol.ac.uk/primaryhealthcare/teaching/workshops/
Please help us to produce more GPs

Discover GP Conference in Bristol 28th February
https://rcgpportal.force.com/s/lt-event?site=a0d0Y00000AeOP6QAN&id=a1U1i000001NjhwEAC

This series of themed conferences is
a very special opportunity for
medical students and Foundation
doctors to explore the role of GP as
change maker in the 21st century.
The Bristol conference will focus on
climate change and the environment.
Please also see the flyer on p3

Please encourage your students and Foundation doctors to attend this conference.
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Primary Care Teaching Team Away Day
Well, actually only a half day, but a productive one. With Years 1 and 2 bedding in, Year 3
being rolled out and Year 4 just round the corner and much else happening, we felt that we
needed time out to take stock and share ideas how to take
Primary Care teaching forward.
In best GP workshop tradition, children’s playrooms had
been raided to set our
imagination free with
plasticine, coloured
pencils and even
glitter! Action points
identified, all materials
were duly returned to
their owners.

And it is feedback from students that inspires us and keeps us going….

Brilliant, more about getting stuck in
than learning specific facts, and in doing so I learnt more than in all the other
units combined.
From Prof. Trevor Thompson

Loved it and wish I had
longer at this GP practice

See also p4

Like to Swap the Chill of England for the Warmth of
Africa? Music and Auction Nite 18th January 2020
On 18/01 we're banishing the chill of winter for the warmth
of Zimbabwe with the ex-Bhundu Boys marimba virtuoso
Kuda Matimba and Friends. The event builds on a similar
one in March 2018 which funded two new classrooms for
a school in the beautiful but impoverished Masvingo
Province of rural Zimbabwe. This time we are looking to
equip the whole school (800+ pupils) with textbooks (their
current stock is a joke). All administered via Rotary here
and in Zimbabwe. As well as music there is a fun auction
of promises (see here), snacks and a normal prices bar.
Come and share the love - and a little bit of wealth. This is
event is organised by Trevor Thompson (CAPC Teaching)
and Simon Bright (Zimbabwean film-maker). Donation
tickets are £12.50 here. Tables can be booked. Facebook
event here. Tariro! (hope) Trev

Tickets via Eventbrite here
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/tariro-zimbabwe-music-and-auction-night-tickets42121807460

